
 

 

 

 

North Pole Sudoku 

Each picture can only appear once in every row and every column!  





Colour The Snowman 

10 + 14 

20 + 4  

4 x 6 3 x 8 

2 x 12 

8 x 3 

1 x 24 

6 x 4 

8 = Orange       36 = White  

15 = Brown       42 = Blue 

24 = Black 

Solve the equations to know which colour to use! 

2 x 4 4 x 9 

3 x 12 

2 x 18 

6 x 7 

21 x 2 



Snowball Fight [Create Your Own Story] 

Choose from the words in brackets or come up with your own to complete your very own Christmas 

story! 

It was a cold December day and the most magical thing happened – it started to snow! 

The snow came down fast and soon __________________ [the streets were covered in a 
blanket of snow, even the grass turned white, fluffy snow landed everywhere] 

Children everywhere were looking out their window _______________ [in anticipation, 
with joy, with excitement] 

Quickly they all rushed to get wrapped up. They grabbed their _________ as they ran 
out the door into the snow. [big coats, woollen hats, fluffy gloves] 

Snowflakes fell down, dancing in front of the children and landing in their hair. It was 
____________ [beautiful, magnificent, stunning] 

Everyone was enjoying the snow. All around children were ____________ [building 
snowmen, sledging, making snow angels] 

Suddenly a ball of snow flew through the air hitting someone and __________ [causing 
them to start laughing, explode in a powdery puff of whiteness, caused everyone to      
become silent] 

It only took a second before retaliation started. Snowballs were being thrown every-
where, mini snow explosions hitting everyone. 

One child ___________ [had hidden and created over 20 snowballs, had created a snow 
fort, hid behind their sister]. 

When they were ready to strike they jumped out and threw their snowballs. Disaster 
struck! All the children watched as a snowball travelled in slow motion towards ______ 
[the local headmaster, the local vicar, an elderly grandma] 

Bang! The snowball hit them on the back of the head! All the children froze for a       
moment, some ________ [ran back home, averted their gaze, pointed at the person who 
had thrown the snow ball] 

Everyone was very worried until the adult they hit slowly bent down and formed a 
snow ball with their hands. Soon snow came flying back through the air the direction it 
had come from. 

Laughter filled the airs again and the snowball fight resumed. It continued for hours 
until everyone went home _____________ [full of joy, soggy from snow, ready for food] 


